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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report identifies the fluid dynamics and chemical modeling capabilities needed to reduce the risk of pipeline plugging during tank waste transfers at the U.S. Department of Energy Hanford Site and evaluates some of the relevant modeling tools currently in use for waste transfer analysis. Work needs to be performed to address the limitations of the current models. Development of improved waste transport modeling tools with the capability to describe particle and chemical dynamics, to account for flow-chemical coupling, and to account for waste-surface interactions is essential to completely and accurately evaluate the risk of plugging for some waste transfers. Such capabilities will also help the site assess cost-reduction strategies, develop process control strategies, design transfer piping, and diagnose plugging events.

The report reviews the capabilities and limitations of (1) a critical velocity correlation and (2) a chemical equilibrium model in use at Hanford as well as (3) a three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model that was investigated by Mississippi State University in FY 2000 and FY 2001.

Current analysis of slurry waste transfers at Hanford focus on solids settling from slurries in which the particle-size distribution (PSD) is assumed to be static. An empirical correlation developed by A. R. Oroskar and R. M. Turian in 1980 is used to calculate the velocity required to keep solids suspended. This correlation was developed for slurries with solid characteristics different from those of the Hanford tank wastes—a larger mean particle size, a narrower PSD, a different density, uniform particle shape, etc. Some modifications to correlations are needed to incorporate the effects of PSD and particle shape on hindered settling and slurry viscosity.

Extension and validation of this empirical correlation is necessary to improve the accuracy for slurry-water transfers. The River Protection Project (RPP) and the Tanks Focus Area (TFA) are working to validate and improve these tools for analysis of the static-PSD case.

The Environmental Simulation Program™ (ESP) is used to estimate the initial waste compositions and solids volume fraction. The TFA is developing data, incorporating this into ESP, and validating ESP with tests on actual wastes.

The possible application of a three-dimensional CFD model has been explored by Mississippi State University Diagnostic and Analysis Instrumentation Laboratory for TFA as an approach to model some dynamic effects in waste transfer analysis, but it was concluded that the considerable expertise and time required to set up a case, the relatively long run times (days) on a Pentium III computer, and the theoretical difficulties in describing the particle-bed dynamics currently limit the applicability of the model for general analysis in the field. CFD will eventually play an increasing role in waste transport analysis as CFD becomes easier to implement, faster computers become available to the design and analysis staff, and theoretical difficulties are overcome. CFD can be productively applied at the present time for some specialized analyses. However, CFD is not likely to supply all the tools needed to meet near-term practical requirements.

Potential plugging mechanisms and dynamic processes that influence pipeline plugging are also discussed. Six distinct and credible waste pipeline plugging mechanisms have been identified. However, the tools currently being used by the site for design and waste transfer evaluations can directly address only one of these—development of a blockage due to solids settling from a slurry with a static PSD. The five additional plugging mechanisms are as follows:
settling of solids having a dynamic PSD (as a result of chemical reactions, reaction, precipitation, agglomeration, fragmentation, etc.);

- surface deposition of solids (for static or dynamic PSD) due to adhesion, deposition, or crystal nucleation at the surface;

- bulk or slug plugging, where the entire cross section becomes blocked very rapidly;

- formation of a packed bed at the foot of a vertical pipe leg; and

- solids settling and deposition at dead-flow zones near elbows, flow constrictions, etc.

The model capabilities required to describe and predict these additional mechanisms are outlined in the report.

The static PSD plugging mechanism is relevant for many sludge-water transfers, but models capable of predicting the other five plugging mechanisms are needed. Furthermore, the current waste transfer analysis does not directly consider precipitation, gelation, chemical reaction kinetics, particle agglomeration, particle breakup, and other dynamic processes that occur in some waste transfers. Nor do the current methods account for waste-surface interactions or the coupling of waste chemistry and flow (i.e., how chemistry affects the flow, and how flow affects the chemistry). A model capable of describing these dynamic and coupled processes is essential for predicting four of the six identified plugging mechanisms.

Fluid dynamic forces and changes in the chemical environment can result in dramatic changes in slurry properties and flow behavior during a transfer. Agglomeration and particle breakup due to changes in the chemical environment, particle-particle interactions, shear stresses, precipitation, ordered clustering of solid particles in a flow field, and nonequilibrium thermodynamics can result in waste behaviors not predicted by either equilibrium chemistry or fluid flow alone.

In FY 2002, the TFA is funding a limited effort at Oak Ridge National Laboratory to address some of these waste transport–modeling needs. Practical predictive models that account for chemical-flow coupling and PSD dynamics along the flow route will be developed in an effort to begin to provide some of the capabilities needed to evaluate waste transfers for most of the plugging mechanisms that are not presently being addressed. Transport model development work in FY 2002 will focus on (1) support of salt solution transport projects and operations (e.g., the S-112 project and salt-well pumping) and (2) improvements to the hindered settling correlation to account for settling of polydispersed solids and particle shape. To make the models useful as early as possible in the process, the capabilities of the models will be developed and introduced incrementally. One model will be a laminar flow model with dynamic PSD (mechanism 2) to describe salt solution behavior in pipelines. This model will be applied to the analysis of transfers from trickle-bed saltcake dissolution and salt-well pumping operations. A second model will be a turbulent flow model with dynamic PSD to describe sludge-slurry transfers and salt-solution transfers that are susceptible to bulk plugging. The resulting models will also be applicable to process control, real-time detection and prevention of plugging, diagnosis of plugging events, evaluation of unplugging methods, and process optimization.

RPP and TFA are developing some of the data and data models needed to support these evaluations and models. This work includes collecting data on precipitation and dissolution kinetics, slurry flow studies, salt-well pumping flow studies, measurements of agglomeration and breakup kinetics, viscosity data measurements, and improvements to viscosity and hindered settling models. However, more remains to be done to develop data and models, validate the models, and reduce the calculations to practical tools that can be applied in the field. In addition, simulated waste flow tests in pipeline mockups at Florida International University and Mississippi State University are being conducted to provide data related to slurry transport, salt-well pumping, and saltcake dissolution and transfer.
Waste transfers should be evaluated using the appropriate predictive tools, results should be validated with tests using simulated and actual wastes, and additional data and model development needs should be identified. It is also recommended that data requirements be assessed to minimize the cost of waste characterization. It is likely that additional kinetic data will be required. In addition to analysis of waste transfers, the application of predictive models to real-time process control and process optimization should be explored.
1. INTRODUCTION

This report provides an overview of the capabilities and limitations of some current models being applied to the analysis of waste transfers; identifies the modeling capabilities needed to reduce the risk of pipeline plugging during tank waste transfers; and summarizes ongoing, planned, and future work needed to add these capabilities. Development of improved waste transport modeling tools with these capabilities will also help with waste transfer planning and evaluation, process control, and diagnosis of plugging events. Other potential applications include evaluation of waste-mixing scenarios, analysis of waste transfer stability, analysis of waste-unplugging alternatives, minimization of water addition, maximization of system availability, evaluation of risk-reduction strategies, and evaluation of cost-reduction strategies.

At the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Hanford Site, 55 million gallons of radioactive wastes is stored in 177 underground storage tanks (149 single-shell tanks and 28 double-shell tanks). The wastes in the tanks include insoluble sludge; saltcake precipitated from salt solutions; and liquid supernatant that are typically salt solutions. To treat this waste and put it in a form suitable for final disposition, the waste must be retrieved from the tanks and transported to other tanks for interim storage or waste staging or directly to a waste treatment facility. Several types of transfers take place:

- pumping of supernatant liquids from above the layer of settled solids (decanting);
- pumping of interstitial liquid from the pore spaces in the saltcake layer (“salt-well pumping,” also referred to as “interim stabilization”);
- pumping water that results from dissolution of the saltcake; and
- pumping of sludge-water, sludge-supernatant, and sludge-salt-supernatant slurries.

Plugging of waste transfer pipelines has occurred occasionally during waste transfers of both salt solutions and sludge slurries. This plugging has been attributed to a variety of causes:

- settling of solids because the flow rate was too low or the solids volume fraction was too high;
- operational upsets—interruption of the waste flow, inadvertent entrainment of solids in the feed, and changes in environmental temperature;
- chemical instability—precipitation, gel formation, or other transformations due to temperature changes, local concentration changes, or mixing and pumping of several wastes that are not in equilibrium;
- hydrodynamic instability—transition of the flow from one flow regime to another (turbulent to laminar) or from one flow pattern to another (homogeneous to heterogeneous) as a result of an external change or as a result of changes in slurry properties occurring during transit;
- piping components that are prone to solids deposition—sharp bends such as those found in Hanford PUREX connectors, unheated jumpers, flow restriction, etc.;
- deposition of solids; and
- crystal growth on surfaces.

At Hanford the Environmental Simulation Program™ (ESP) is used to estimate the initial composition and the solids content for salt-solution transfers.

Then semiempirical fluid mechanics correlations are used to calculate flow velocities and pressure drops for waste transfers. These tools are used in tandem to evaluate waste transfers, plan for waste feed preparation and delivery, and design piping systems.
Some of the limitations of ESP and the critical velocity correlation have been identified by the River Protection Project (RPP) and the Tanks Focus Area (TFA), and work is ongoing to address some of these issues. The ESP data are being extended to include more of the solid phases that have been identified in tank waste, such as double salts. The RPP and TFA are conducting tests to obtain the data needed to extend the critical velocity correlation to solids that have a broad particle-size distribution (PSD) similar to that which has been measured for tank waste.

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a third approach being applied to waste problems at Hanford. The Mississippi State University Diagnostic Instrumentation and Analysis Laboratory (MSU-DIAL) is exploring CFD simulations for tank waste transport analysis as well as applying CFD to perform “numerical experiments” to evaluate and extend the baseline correlations. CFD is also being applied at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) to analyze tank waste mixing and retrieval. Onishi et al. (1999) have developed the ARIEL code for this application, which accounts for aqueous chemical reactions, dissolution, precipitation, and rheological changes.

The exact location of the operating envelope boundary that defines a stable waste transfer for a particular waste is uncertain. Site waste transport criteria, the working definition of the operating envelope, have been developed based primarily on fluid dynamics considerations. But uncertainties in the operating envelope boundary come from several sources: the waste characterization data, the fluid dynamics behavior, the chemical dynamics, properties, and limitations in our model’s ability to describe these phenomena accurately.

It is essential to have appropriate high-quality data and data models in order to validate models and to apply them in the field. On the other hand, a good model helps identify exactly what data needs to be collected. Thus, data and models complement each other, and it is best to develop them in parallel. The RPP and TFA have ongoing work to measure viscosity, solid densities, PSDs, and other waste properties as well as kinetic parameters for dynamic processes such as precipitation and particle agglomeration. Flow tests are also being conducted using simulated wastes to obtain data relevant to flow-chemistry coupling. The status of data models needed to support waste transport models will be considered in a future report.

Section 2 provides an overview of some current tools for waste transport analysis. First the capabilities and limitations of empirical correlation in use at Hanford are discussed. Section 2 also describes the CFD model being used at MSU-DIAL to simulate waste transport and to evaluate and extend the baseline correlations. The uses and limitations of ESP chemical equilibrium modeling in waste transport evaluations are also briefly discussed. In Sect. 3, credible mechanisms for pipeline plug formation are described and some of the implications of the coupling of chemistry and fluid flow are introduced. In Sect. 4, the implications of these mechanisms and coupling for transport modeling requirements and the prospects for improved transport analysis tools for risk reduction are discussed. Section 5 lists recommendations for developing the tool kit needed to help ensure stable and optimized waste transfer operations. Some related literature not cited in the references is included in a bibliography as Sect. 7 of this report.
2. PRIMARY CURRENT TANK WASTE TRANSPORT ANALYSIS TOOLS

The methods of analysis discussed in Sect. 2 can be mapped in “fluid flow–chemical dynamics” space, as shown in Fig. 2.1. These methods appear on either the chemistry axis (ESP) or the fluid dynamics axis ($v_c$ and CFD). Each of these models serves a useful but limited role in the design, planning, or analysis of waste transfers. Along the fluid dynamics axis, more detailed information on the pressure, velocity, and local solids buildup is obtained. Along the chemistry axis, ESP gives the equilibrium composition and solids content but provides no information on the rate of solids formation or the concentration along the transfer route. Nor does ESP describe the concentration of intermediates or metastable states anywhere in the waste transfer pipeline. Tank waste mixing studies conducted by Onishi et al. (1999) includes CFD and some chemistry.

We begin by discussing some of the analysis tools currently in use to predict the critical velocity of a slurry and to calculate the solids content of a salt solution. Explorations of CFD at MSU-DIAL are also discussed.

2.1 WASTE SLURRY TRANSPORT ANALYSIS AT HANFORD

This section describes some of the capabilities and limitations of several of the empirical correlations in use at Hanford to calculate the critical flow velocity, that is, the velocity needed to keep solid particles
suspended in a slurry. The solid-liquid mixtures comprising tank waste slurries may be salt–supernatant, sludge-water, sludge-supernatant, or sludge-salt-supernatant.

Hanford waste transfer criteria limit the slurry solids content to less than 30 vol % and require a Reynolds number (Re) of greater than 20,000 (Estey and Hu 1998) to remain within the piping pressure rating and to prevent solids from settling in the transfer line. In practice, a minimum average velocity of 6 ft/s and a maximum specific gravity (1.41) are used. These criteria assume that the solids in the slurry do not change during the transfer (i.e., that they are static), are based on steady-state fluid flow, and do not consider the consequences of chemical processes such as precipitation. If solids are formed during the transfer due to chemical processes, the volume percent of solids increases and the Re value decreases, possibly moving outside the criteria limits.

2.1.1 Critical Velocity and Pressure Drop Calculations

When calculating the critical velocity, the initial solids volume fraction must be specified. The initial solids volume fraction might be based on the waste transfer criteria; an operating procedure; or in the case of salt solutions, data from laboratory tests or prediction from ESP chemical equilibrium calculations. The solids volume fraction, solid and liquid physical properties, transport properties, pipe dimensions, etc., are then used to calculate the critical velocity and the pressure drop.

Slurries can be classified as settling or nonsettling. The slurry is considered nonsettling for the purposes of the transfer if the solid particles it contains are sufficiently fine and their settling rate is very low relative to the transfer time. The solid particles are assumed to be in a homogeneous suspension. The slurry can be treated as a homogeneous liquid but with the density and viscosity adjusted to account for the presence of the suspended particles. Settling slurries can be classified into three flow patterns: heterogeneous, sliding bed, and stationary bed. An asymmetric vertical solids concentration profile (higher concentration at the bottom) develops as the slurry flow rate is decreased. This is called heterogeneous flow. At lower flow rates, the coarser fraction tends to settle to the bottom, but the solids slide along the bottom—creating a sliding bed. At still lower flow rates, a stationary bed forms. In the latter case, the average velocity of the liquid is greater than the average velocity of the solids. The slip velocity is the difference between the average liquid velocity and the lower average solids velocity.

Settling slurry transfers usually occur in the heterogeneous regime. If the PSD of the slurry solids is broad, the slurry is often modeled as a homogeneous slurry of liquid and very fine particles, called the carrier fluid, and a heterogeneous slurry comprised of the coarser particles and carrier fluid.

Liddell and Burnett (2000) have recently published a comprehensive literature review for the Hanford RPP on critical transport velocity correlations and models. They adopt the following definition for the term critical velocity: “slurry transport at the lowest velocity that prevents deposition of either a stationary or a moving bed of solids.” The review indicates that most of the experimental data upon which these correlations are based were obtained for heterogeneous slurries with solids having relatively large (150-µm), but narrowly graded, particles size. On the other hand, the Hanford tank solids that have been examined (Jewett and Jensen 2000) appear to have a broad PSD with a mean particle size of 110 µm and a substantial fraction of the particles being less than 100 µm. This suggests that the tank waste be modeled as settling flow (the large particles) with a homogeneous carrier fluid (the carrier liquid plus the fine particles). Since both the mean particle size and the PSD of the tank wastes are different from those of the slurries used to derive the correlations in the literature, application of these to tank wastes is an extrapolation.

Liddell and Burnett conclude that the equations of Oroskar and Turian (1980) and of Gillies and Shook (1991) are the best candidates for tank waste pipeline design, with the caveat that any current literature
correlation be validated first with experimental data for slurries that are representative of tank wastes. The former equation was recommended because the data used to develop the correlation regression parameters included some particles in the 100-µm range. A problem in applying this correlation to tank wastes is that the particles had monodispersed or narrow PSDs. Based on a recent evaluation of particle-size data for Hanford tanks (Jewett and Jensen 2000) for which the data are thought to be most reliable, the particle sizes ranged from 5 to 592 µm with a median of 110 µm. The latter correlation was recommended as a possible option because it was developed for particles with a broad PSD. (The Gillies and Shook correlation is presented in Appendix A.) An earlier analysis of seven critical velocity correlations from 1953 to 1980 by Estey and Hu (1998) recommended the Oroskar and Turian (1980) correlation because it yields the most conservative results.

Recent pipeline hydrodynamic analyses at Hanford have used the correlation of Oroskar and Turian (1980):

\[
v_c = 1.85 \sqrt{gd(s-1)} C^{0.1536} (1 - C)^{0.3564} \left(\frac{d}{D}\right)^{-0.378} \frac{\rho_l}{\mu} N_{Re}^{-0.09} x^{0.30},
\]

where

- \(d\) = particle diameter,
- \(D\) = pipe diameter,
- \(s\) = ratio of solid to liquid density,
- \(C\) = solids volume fraction,
- \(N_{Re}\) = modified Reynolds number

\[
N_{Re} = \frac{D \rho_l \sqrt{gd(s-1)}}{\mu}
\]

- \(\rho_l\) = density of the liquid,
- \(\mu\) = viscosity of the liquid,
- \(x\) = fraction of eddies with velocities exceeding the hindered settling velocity of the particles.

The form of the equation was patterned after a semiempirical equation derived by making a number of limiting assumptions. The \(\sqrt{gd(s-1)}\) term is a modified velocity that considers the effect of gravity on the buoyancy forces on the particle. Most of the properties in the equation are relatively easily measurable, except for \(x\). This parameter depends on the hindered settling velocity of the particle (see Appendix B). Analyses have used expressions for hindered settling derived from Richardson and Zaki (1954) for monodispersed spherical particles. The Richardson and Zaki equation is not accurate for polydispersed and nonspherical particles.

In an analysis of the Hanford waste feed delivery transfer system, Julyk et al. (2000) describe in detail procedures used to calculate critical velocity and pressure loss. The Oroskar and Turian (1980) critical velocity correlation was used to calculate the minimum waste transport velocity, and the pressure drop was calculated using correlations in Wasp et al. (1979) that had been modified to account for nonhorizontal pipes. Their analysis indicates that settling of solids would occur in many of the Hanford transfer routes. They recommend that several actions to increase pressure ratings be investigated, that particle-size data be critically evaluated, that slurry properties (e.g., solids volume) that increase the pressure drop be restricted, and that critical velocity and pressure drop correlations be validated with simulants or Hanford wastes.
2.1.2 Capabilities and Limitations

The baseline correlations described above are applicable to the flow of heterogeneous slurries of single-sized spherical particles. The Oroskar and Turian correlation estimates one critical velocity for the length of pipe being considered. The physical properties, transport properties, PSD, and temperature are assumed to be the same for the entire length of the pipeline. No information is provided about the local velocity profile, the local solid bed depth, the local liquid concentration, the solids volume fraction, the solids PSD, or the temperature, etc., along the length of the pipe. Nor does it describe how these quantities change with time.

The following summarizes some of the limitations of the critical velocity correlation of Oroskar and Turian, which have been identified in previous reviews (Liddell and Burnett 2000; Estey and Hu 1998) as well as a few additional issues.

**Extrapolating beyond range of the original mean particle size and PSD data.** Liddell and Burnett (2000) conclude that “. . . there is no published empirical critical velocity equation that is directly applicable to Hanford tank waste slurries.” The existing correlations, with the exception of that of Gillies and Shook (1991), were regressed from data for slurries with narrow size distributions and a mean particle size of 100 µm or larger. Jewett and Jensen’s (2000) analysis of the best available data for Hanford tanks indicated a broad PSD with a significant fraction below 100 µm. Liddell and Burnett recommended that the correlations be validated by experimental work.

**Hindered settling.** Oroskar and Turian (1980) explicitly account for hindered settling in their correlation by incorporating the relationship described by Maude and Whitmore (1958), which is similar to the Richardson and Zaki equation (1954). However, this equation fails for polydispersed and nonspherical particles. Accounting for hindered settling, a strongly nonlinear function of solids volume fraction, PSD, and particle shape is essential for accurate predictions in all but the most dilute slurry. Work is ongoing at Florida International university (FIU) to obtain experimental data to check the correlation.

**Slurry viscosity.** The viscosity depends on volume percent solids, particle size, PSD, and particle shape. Slurry viscosity data and viscosity models that account for these factors are needed for homogeneous slurries. The carrier fluid viscosity and the particle settling velocity must either be measured for the specific conditions under consideration or estimated by a model.

**Static particle-size distribution.** The critical velocity correlations that have been considered assume that the PSD is static; that is, it does not change in transit. For some types of wastes, such as sludges and salt slurries, the PSD changes during transfer due to precipitation, particle breakup, particle agglomeration, settling, or interactions with surfaces. Pipeline plugging is fundamentally a transient process in one-, two-, or three-dimensional space, depending on the particular plugging mechanism. For slurries with dynamic PSDs, the Oroskar and Turian correlations might still be used for predicting the critical velocity if the particle dynamics are slow [Damköhler number (Da) << 1] or very fast (Da >> 1) relative to the transport times. If the purpose of the analysis includes dynamic process control, investigation of plug formation, or evaluation of unplugging methods, then the transient case must be considered as well.

2.2 CFD MODELING OF WASTE SLURRY TRANSPORT

Use of CFD for waste transport modeling is at the opposite end of the spectrum of rigorous physics and complexity from the simpler, empirical approach based on bulk constant properties discussed previously. In the CFD approach, the Navier-Stokes equations are solved numerically to compute the velocity distribution and pressure profile of the slurries over space and time. In addition, the local particle
concentration, particle-size distribution, solids deposition, and physical and transport properties can be computed by incorporating kinetic models for chemical reactions, precipitation, agglomeration, and other processes. The possibilities of this approach include a case-by-case description detailed in space and time of the slurry flow, plug formation, and unplugging. But simplifications are still required for this approach to be practical. The goal was to be able to define and run a case in a few days using computers that would be available to design and analysis staff. The challenge is to identify those simplifying assumptions that will permit practical solutions to real problems while still capturing the essential physics and chemistry. [See Kuipers and van Swaaij (1998) for a review of the state of the art of CFD in chemical engineering.]

2.2.1 CFD Modeling at Mississippi State University

The TFA has supported Mississippi State University (MSU) investigations of the application of CFD to slurry transport and pipeline plugging in FY 2000 and FY 2001. The MSU studies in this area are being conducted by J. Lindner and H. Alhabbash. MSU evaluated commercial and DOE CFD codes for their initial explorations and selected the commercial code PHOENICS. The selection criteria that favored PHOENICS included (1) open access to the source code, (2) technical support, (3) geometry preprocessing, (4) multiple turbulence models, (5) and multiphase capabilities.

In their initial explorations, MSU has made the following assumptions. (1) Rather than tracking individual particles in solid-liquid flow, the interphase slip algorithm is implemented to approximate solids motion (Travis 1985). (2) Precipitation kinetics are not included.

MSU is employing this code to compute the critical velocity and stationary bed profiles as a function of the flow velocity, PSD, solid and liquid densities, viscosity, and volume percent solids. These results will be reduced to a response surface and compared with empirical correlations for the critical velocity. In addition, the code has been used to compare computed pressure drop–velocity relationships with experimental data on simulated tank wastes from FIU. By performing “numerical experiments” with the CFD code, the validity of assumptions used in the empirical correlations can be evaluated and improved correlations can then be developed.

2.2.2 Capabilities, Applications, and Limitations

CFD has the potential to provide the relevant engineers (design, field, and control) with important new capabilities such as axial velocity, pressure, and settled bed profiles. When coupled with kinetics of precipitation, agglomeration, and fragmentation, CFD may also be useful for predicting local solids concentration, PSD, and transient pressure and flow signatures.

However, the implementation of CFD modeling also has limitations:

- Constructing the computational mesh for complicated pipe geometries can be time-consuming.
- The time to run individual cases can take days on a Pentium III dual-processor workstation.

Some outstanding issues with the application of CFD to slurry transport include the following:

- The accuracy of the approximations used for solid-liquid flow, especially for concentrated (>0.1% solids) slurries, remains problematic. For dense suspensions, four-way coupling is present; that is, the fluid flow affects particle motion, the particle motion affects fluid structure, and particles interact with other particles (e.g., Levenspiel 1962).
• Describing the physics of the settled bed dynamics is very difficult; thus, simplifying assumptions must still be made when applying CFD.
• The chemical kinetics that are included must be relatively simple so that problems can be solved in a reasonable time.

For these reasons, the work on CFD to support immediate site waste transport needs is being put on hold by the TFA in FY 2002. CFD will eventually play a role in the analyst’s tool kit for specialized applications, as CFD becomes easier to implement, faster computers become available to the design and analysis staff, and theoretical difficulties are overcome. In Sect. 4, a model development approach is proposed that addresses some of these difficulties and lays the groundwork for future CFD implementation.

2.3 MODELING OF SALT SOLUTION TRANSPORT

The RPP and the TFA have done a great amount of work over the last few years to validate and enhance ESP, a computer code that models the equilibrium chemistry of electrolyte solutions. ESP predicts the liquid-phase composition, the solid phases that are formed, and the quantity of solids formed for an input composition. The ESP code has been used for a number of applications at Hanford. These applications include estimating the compositions and phases of waste mixtures for feed preparation, estimating the dilution water required for dissolving saltcakes, and estimating the dilution required for salt-well pumping.

Our purpose here is to highlight how ESP is applied to estimate the initial conditions (composition and solids content) of a salt-solution transfer and to summarize ESP’s capabilities and limitations with respect to tank waste transport analysis. A detailed discussion of this work on ESP is beyond the scope of this report. For examples of recent work related to ESP, see Herting (2000a, 2000b), Herting et al. (1999), Toghiani and Lindner (2001), Toghiani et al. (2000), Orme (1999), and Garfield et al. (2000).

Salt solution may be pumped from tank salt wells, from saltcake dissolution operations, or as the slurry carrier liquid for transporting sludge. The solution may be nearly saturated, and in many cases, the flow is in the laminar regime. ESP is used to estimate how much dilution water must be added so that the solids content is low enough to meet waste transfer criteria. If the salt solution has few solids (<0.1%), the solution is typically considered to be a liquid for purposes of hydraulic analysis and standard methods for liquids are then applied. The maximum quantity and the type of solids that may form due to cooling during transport or other process upsets may also be calculated prior to a transfer by a chemical equilibrium code such as ESP.

In addition to equilibrium calculations, ESP can perform calculations for some unit operations that require kinetic data (e.g., reactors). This capability has not been used for waste transport calculations, in part because of the lack of the kinetic constants that are needed and because of the limited number of unit operations models that are available. Furthermore, these unit operation models are restricted to modeling steady-state operation.

Data for some of the solids that have been found in the tank wastes are not in the ESP data base. TFA is working to incorporate some of this additional data and to validate the code against simulated wastes and actual wastes. An issue here is the identification of the most important reactions and phases for which to obtain data. ESP does not account for other dynamic processes that may be important in slurry transfers (e.g., breakup of colloidal particles or agglomeration of particles to form particles or metastable gels).
Hanford’s waste transfer criteria are based primarily on fluid dynamics considerations. The volume fraction of solids is limited to 30 vol % so that the slurry viscosity and the pressure required to pump the slurry do not become too high. A minimum velocity is specified to keep slurry solids suspended during transfer. ESP is used to predict the initial solids fraction of solids and slurry properties. The criteria are designed to provide a slurry that is pumpable and stable with respect to settling. But settling is only one of several plugging mechanisms that has been observed, suspected, or postulated based on assessments of plugging events.

To adequately assess the stability of a waste transfer, the credible plugging mechanisms for that transfer must be evaluated. Most sludge-water transfers could probably be safely accomplished by operating within the fluid dynamics–based transfer criteria, but operating experience suggests that the same is not true for all waste transfers. We would like to identify these potentially problematic waste transfers in advance so that stable transfer conditions can be specified.

This section introduces some of the factors that may need to be considered in order to assess the stability of waste transfers and to more accurately determine the boundaries of the safe operating envelope. After exploring some of these additional plugging mechanisms beyond that currently being considered, the two-way coupling of chemistry and fluid dynamics (i.e., the influence of waste chemistry on fluid dynamics and the influence of fluid dynamics on waste chemistry) will be discussed. This coupling, represented by the interior of Fig. 2.1 (i.e., not on the axes), must be accounted for to reduce the uncertainty of some waste transfer operating envelopes and to reduce waste transfer risks. The coupling of the chemistry and flow models is needed to reduce or eliminate limiting assumptions.

3.1 PIPELINE PLUGGING MECHANISMS

Pipeline plugs may form via a variety of mechanisms. Some of the mechanisms that have been observed or postulated for tank waste transfers are shown in Table 3.1. Illustrations of the mechanisms are provided in Figs. 3.1(a)–3.1(f).

These plugging mechanisms are described as follows:

**Mechanism #1: Solids settling (slurries with a static PSD).** Much of the waste transfer analysis at Hanford has focused on this mechanism of pipeline plugging. Solids from the waste slurry settle because the flow velocity is insufficient to keep them suspended. The settled solids form a stationary bed that eventually fills the pipe and blocks flow. The critical velocity and pressure drop are calculated based on the slurry’s physical and transport properties as well as the pipe dimensions. These critical velocity correlations can also be use in some cases for dynamic PSDs: that is, if the particle dynamics are slow (Damkohler number Da << 1) or very fast (Da >> 1) relative to the transport times.

**Mechanism #2: Slurry flow with dynamic PSDs due to particle agglomeration, fragmentation, precipitation, or chemical reaction.** In actual waste transfers, the slurry PSD is frequently dynamic. The shear stress of the pump or of the turbulent flow may break up fragile agglomerated particles. Chemical adjustments, mixing of waste streams, or particle-particle interactions during transport may promote particle agglomeration, resulting in larger particles. Cooling of the slurry in transit or fluctuations in local concentrations may initiate crystallization from the liquid carrier and result in a higher solids volume in the slurry. If the kinetics of these processes are very slow or very fast relative to the transfer residence...
Table 3.1. Tank waste plugging mechanisms in pipelines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plugging mechanism</th>
<th>Description of plugging mechanism</th>
<th>Where mechanism has been observed, suspected, or could potentially exist</th>
<th>Limiting conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1: Solids settling, static PSD (see Fig. 3.1a)</td>
<td>Solids settle on the bottom of the pipe from a slurry with a static PSD</td>
<td>Cross-site transfers of sludge-water slurry</td>
<td>Flow velocity, solids volume fraction, solids density, solids PSD, temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2: Solids settling, dynamic PSD (see Fig. 3.1b)</td>
<td>Solids settle on the bottom of the pipe from slurry with a dynamic PSD due to precipitation, agglomeration, etc.</td>
<td>Cross-site transfer or sludge-supernatant slurry and salt-well pumping (salt solution)</td>
<td>Flow velocity, solids volume fraction, solids density, solids PSD, precipitation rates, chemical reaction rates, agglomeration rates, temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3: Surface deposition and crystallization, static and dynamic PSD (see Fig. 3.1c)</td>
<td>Solids adhere to the pipe surface or crystallize on the surface</td>
<td>Evaporator lines at Savannah River. Solutions containing silica and alumina</td>
<td>Surface deposition rates, crystallization rates, flow velocity, temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4: Bulk of slug plugging</td>
<td>Flow keeps rapidly forming solids suspended until entire cross section is plugged</td>
<td>Salt solutions containing phosphate</td>
<td>Flow velocity, flow regime, metastable state formation kinetics, temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5: Packed bed in vertical flow</td>
<td>Packed bed forms at the base of vertical leg if flow rate is below the terminal velocity</td>
<td>Vertical legs leading to Waste Treatment Plant</td>
<td>Flow velocity, solids volume fraction, PSD, solids density, temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6: Depositions at elbows, constrictions, etc.</td>
<td>Solids deposit at low-flow zones</td>
<td>PUREX connectors, orifices in valve pits</td>
<td>3-D velocity field, flow velocity, solids volume fraction, solids density, solids PSD, precipitation rates, chemical reaction rates, agglomeration rates, temperature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

time, then the usual methods used for Mechanism #1 can be applied with a suitable adjustment for the slurry properties in the latter case. However, if the kinetics of the process are on the same order of magnitude as the transfer residence time \((Da \approx 1)\), the PSD dynamics along the flow path may need to be included, depending on the objectives of the analysis. Analysis of this mechanism requires that models account for both flow phenomena and particle dynamics. This mechanism could apply to salt-well pumping or some waste slurry transfers.

**Mechanism #3: Uniform deposition of solids on pipe wall and other surfaces.** If solids attach to the pipe wall, a solid layer could build up that would eventually choke off flow. Some components in the waste may adhere to the wall, or the wall could serve as a nucleation site for crystallization. The roughness of the wall and material of construction would influence which compounds adhere. Uniform growth of a deposition layer is more likely to occur in the laminar flow regime but could also occur in turbulent flow. Analysis of this mechanism requires that models account for both flow phenomena and
Fig. 3.1. Waste pipeline plugging mechanisms. (a) Solids settling (static particle-size distribution), (b) solids settling (dynamic particle-size distribution), (c) surface deposition, (d) bulk or slug plugging, (e) packed bed formation in vertical leg, and (f) deposition at flow “dead zones” in elbows.
particle dynamics. This mechanism could apply to salt or sludge transfers. Deposits that appear to have been formed by this mechanism have been observed in evaporator piping at Savannah River. See Hu et al. (2001) for results of recent tests aimed at understanding scale formation in the 2H evaporator.

**Mechanism #4: Bulk “instantaneous” plugging.** Rapid reactions such as that associated with the change in the waters of hydration of phosphates and formation of metastable colloidal phases and gels could result in maintenance of pumpable fluid slurry until a local critical condition is reached, resulting in a very rapid transition. The result is a nearly instantaneous dramatic change in the local property, such as the viscosity, particle volume fraction, PSD, or morphology. This mechanism could be modeled by relatively simple treatment of the fluid velocity profiles but would require a good description of the chemical kinetics and other phenomena that control the bulk plug formation. See Hunt et al. (2000) for examples of both sludge and salt solutions that could be susceptible to this bulk plugging behavior.

**Mechanism #5: Upward flow in vertical pipes.** In vertical pipe runs, the liquid velocity must exceed the terminal velocity of the largest particle in the slurry. A bed of solids will form at the base of the vertical leg if the velocity is too low. This mechanism of plugging can occur with salt and sludge transfers.

**Mechanism #6: Solids deposition at elbows, constrictions, and other flow dead zones.** Solids may deposit at a sharp elbow due to the impingement and sticking of solid particles onto the wall, or solids may accumulate in dead zones in the flow system. Since this involves three-dimensional turbulent flow, predicting this disposition would require the most sophisticated fluid dynamics treatment.

### 3.2 THE COUPLING OF FLUID DYNAMICS AND CHEMISTRY

To calculate the critical velocity and the pressure drop for slurries containing narrowly sized, static spherical particles, the solids volume fraction, particle diameter, particle density, liquid density, and viscosity of the liquid carrier are required. If the solids are polydispersed and nonspherical, then the PSD and particle-shape distribution must also be known. The solids volume fraction, mean particle size, PSD, and particle shape also influence the viscosity of the homogeneous slurry (e.g., Macosko 1994) and the particle hindered settling velocity (e.g., Shor and Watson 1990). The dependence of viscosity and settling velocity on solids volume fraction is strongly nonlinear.

PSD and particle shape directly and indirectly affect the velocity distribution and the settling of particles in the slurry. The baseline correlation presented in Sect. 2.1 does not account for PSD or particle shape and assumes that the mean particle diameter does not change during a transfer.

Fluid dynamic forces and changes in the chemical environment, temperature, and pressure can all result in dramatic changes in the slurry particle properties in transit, which in turn result, in dramatic changes in the flow behavior. Some of the chemical and mechanical phenomena that may be encountered are summarized below.

**Breakup of solids due to shear forces.** If the particles are agglomerates formed from smaller particles, then the shear forces encountered in pumping or in flow may be sufficient to break the agglomerates into finer individual particles. This has been observed in tests with tank sludge subject to shear (Herting 2000c).

**Agglomeration of particles due to changes in the chemical environment, particle-particle interactions, or shear.** The flocculation of particles by adjusting pH is a common industrial process to aid solid-liquid separation (e.g., Chin et al. 1998). In considering industrial crystallizers, understanding the influence of PSD, shear, solids volume fraction, and chemistry are essential for control and
optimization. Melis et al. (1999) and Serra and Casamitjana (1998) describe the effect of shear and other factors on agglomeration. Tests are being conducted by AEA Technology plc for the TFA to measure agglomeration and breakup rates for simulated tank waste sludge.

**Precipitation and chemical reaction.** If the waste being transported is not in chemical equilibrium or if the waste temperature drops in transit, then additional solids may form. As a result, the solids volume fraction and the viscosity increase. The TFA has been conducting tests with simulated wastes to characterize the solids formed and to measure the viscosity under possible operating conditions (Hunt et al. 2000). ESP is used to compare experimental results with chemical equilibrium calculations; however, the rapid formation of metastable gels that has been observed in narrow temperature ranges (Hunt et al. 2000) is not predicted by ESP.

**Ordering and clustering of solids due to the fluid-particle flow field.** The ordering of charged colloids to form metastable phases has received much recent attention (see Arora and Tata 1996). However, particle order can also result from purely fluid-mechanics forces. The particular metastable structure that forms depends on the shape and relative sizes of the particles, the solids volume fraction, and the flow regime. For example, Qi (1999) describes how cylindrical particles form “T-clusters” during sedimentation. These constitute perhaps a precursor of the mats of needle particles that have been observed in plugs of phosphate waste tank pipelines. Clustering is not limited to asymmetrically shaped particles. Formation of transient ordered clusters of particles has also been observed for the flow of spherical particles.

**Nonequilibrium of flowing systems.** On a more fundamental level, one needs to know what happens when a suspension of colloidal particles in thermodynamic equilibrium is perturbed by changing its temperature or by imposing flow. Sometimes the equilibrium parameters no longer apply. The recent work of Jou et al. (2000) and Cates and Evans (1999) provides some interesting examples and theory of nonequilibrium dynamics and flow of “fragile” matter.

Chemistry affects flow and flow affects chemistry (see Fig. 3.2). When coupling can be ignored and when it must be considered is a significant issue. To address some of these questions, experimental work with simulated sludge wastes and salt wastes are being conducted by the TFA at FIU and MSU, respectively. But to interpret and apply these data, models with capabilities beyond those currently in use are required. Referring to Fig. 2.1, models that have enough chemistry and fluid dynamics to describe essential features of waste flow but are simple enough to be developed and deployed to current site problems are needed.
Fig. 3.2. Coupling of fluid dynamics and chemistry in waste transport.
4. PROSPECTS FOR IMPROVED TRANSPORT ANALYSIS TOOLS AND RISK REDUCTION

4.1 ASSESSMENT OF EXISTING TOOLS AND PROCEDURES

Waste transfer criteria should account for all the relevant factors (be complete), should give accurate predictions of the waste transfer stability, and should also be practical in terms of implementation on site. The criteria are complete if all the principal factors that define the “real” boundary for stable operations can be identified and quantified. By operating within this “real” envelope, the risk of pipeline plugging and other operating problems is eliminated. If we know accurate locations for these boundaries and have good controls, we can operate closer to the edge to increase throughput, decrease water addition, or meet some other objective. (Actually, if this could be considered a linear programming problem, we would want to operate at the vertex of constraints rather than the edge to optimize operations, the particular vertex depending upon the optimization objective.) But developing the data, predictive tools, and understanding needed to locate the operating boundaries completely and accurately takes time and money. In addition, because of the complexity of the phenomena, the predictive tools needed to define the operating conditions will likely be more detailed than those that are eventually deployed in the field. Nevertheless, the ultimate product of these efforts, whether they be data packages, operating procedures, guidelines, rules of thumb, or predictive tools, must be practical for implementation in the field.

Several studies of strategies for defining waste transfer criteria have been done. Shekarriz et al. (1997), building on the method proposed by Hudson (1996), recommended an iterative approach that involved (1) predictive analysis, (2) validation using laboratory data and field experiments, and (3) control analysis. They proposed to calculate the solids volume fraction and composition prior to transfer using an equilibrium chemical code and to calculate the critical velocity and pressure drop using the correlations of Oroskar and Turian (1980) and Wasp et al. (1979). The procedure included identification of known problematic waste constituents.

The existing tools and procedures do not directly address the various plug formation mechanisms or the waste dynamics during transport discussed in the previous section. Limiting the chemistry analysis to equilibrium calculations has several consequences. On the one hand, the predictions may be overly conservative. If a stable species not initially present is predicted from the initial waste composition and planned transfer conditions but the rate of formation is very slow, then the amount of water or other carrier liquid will be predicted to be higher than actually required. Of course, we would also need to assess the consequences of process upsets and interruptions as well. On the other hand, the equilibrium chemistry prediction may be too optimistic. The equilibrium calculations yield the final products but provide no information about the concentration of any intermediates formed in transit. The concentration and the in-flow behavior of intermediates cannot necessarily be interpolated from the initial and final equilibrium states. Nor does the equilibrium calculation predict the formation of gels or metastable phases for which formation is influenced by chemical-flow coupling. The critical velocity slurry flow correlations provide no information about the spatial and dynamic behavior as discussed before.

Some of the current and proposed initiatives to address some of these issues are discussed in the following section.

4.2 CAPABILITIES NEEDED FOR WASTE TRANSFER EVALUATIONS

There are four possible paths to a more complete and accurate description of waste transport behavior and stability as shown in Fig. 4.1. Path 1 concentrates on describing the fluid dynamics, adding chemical and
Fig. 4.1. Development paths for complete and accurate waste transport analysis.

Efforts to extend and validate current models being used to evaluate waste transfers are necessary and worthwhile. However, these efforts alone are not sufficient and will neither provide the tools needed to reduce most uncertainties nor address transfer scenarios beyond the capabilities of current methods of analysis. Furthermore, new modeling capabilities provide the tools for many additional beneficial applications as outlined in this section. Table 4.1 outlines the capabilities needed in future tools, their potential application, and the benefits of their use. The choice of predictive tools to evaluate a waste transfer depends on both the purpose of the evaluation and on the plugging mechanisms most likely to be relevant for that transfer.

Progress is being made in the extending and validating the empirical correlations for slurry flow with a static PSD (Mechanism #1). TFA work is ongoing at FIU to obtain data for slurries with solids having a PSD similar to that of the Hanford wastes. These data are then regressed by researchers at FIU and PNNL to adjust correlation parameters. Under another TFA task at ORNL in FY 2002, viscosity and hindered
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plugging mechanism</th>
<th>Current predictive tools</th>
<th>Predictive tools, data, and data models needed</th>
<th>Benefits of models with enhanced capabilities and new applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1: Solids settling, static PSD</td>
<td>Critical velocity empirical correlation, Oroskar and Turian (1980)</td>
<td>PSD and particle shape—effects on properties and flow</td>
<td>More accurate critical velocity and pressure drop - Potentially higher solids content, less diluent, less carrier liquid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pressure loss, empirical correlation Wasp (1979)</td>
<td>Viscosity and hindered settling models = f(solids volume fraction, PSD, particle shape)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ESP to calculate initial composition and solid content for salt solutions</td>
<td>Integrate heat transfer analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2: Solids settling and deposition, dynamic PSD</td>
<td>Agglomeration and breakup data and models</td>
<td>Risk reduction by more accurate operating boundaries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(precipitation, agglomeration, breakup)</td>
<td>Precipitation kinetics data and models</td>
<td>Avoid unstable mixtures due to flow-chemistry coupling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slurry/salt flow model: 1-D or 2-D, PSD = f(composition, precipitation, agglomeration, breakup, flow, T)</td>
<td>Provide local pressure, temperature, concentrations, and bed depth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bed depth = f(x, t)</td>
<td>Less safety margin required</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Surface interaction kinetics</td>
<td>Less carrier liquid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Viscosity and hindered settling models = f(composition, solids volume fraction, PSD, particle shape, T)</td>
<td>Provides tool to evaluate unplugging methods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Minimize dilution water for salt transfers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reduce downtime required to unplug salt-well pipelines, increase availability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Optimize operations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Analysis of the dynamics of process upsets such as loss of pumping</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3: Surface deposition</td>
<td>1-D or 2-D slurry/salt model with deposition layer = f(x,t)</td>
<td>Predict time to plug and plug location</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Surface interaction kinetics</td>
<td>Provides tool to evaluate prevention and unplugging methods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4: Bulk or slug plugging</td>
<td>1-D slurry/salt flow model reaction + precipitation + agglomeration = f(x,t)</td>
<td>Permits identification of unstable operating conditions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5: Packed bed in vertical flow</td>
<td>Terminal velocity correlation for a concentrated slurry = f(PSD, shape)</td>
<td>Add to standard evaluation to avoid this type of plugging</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6: Deposition at elbows, constrictions, etc.</td>
<td>Tests to ID key parameters CFD with reaction + deposition + precipitation + agglomeration</td>
<td>Evaluate plugging potential for transfers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Evaluate connector designs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
settling models that account for solids volume fraction, PSD, and particle shape are being reviewed and adapted for applications with these correlations. Measurement of the viscosity of simulated wastes is an ongoing effort at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) to provide needed data.

Work to develop the data and data models and to describe the dynamic PSD (Mechanism #2, Row 2 of Table 4.1) is also under way. AEA Technology plc is measuring kinetic constants for precipitation and agglomeration (Henshaw 1999; Francis et al. 2000). In FY 2002, the author of this report will be developing models to add some of the capabilities listed in this table under “Predictive Tools, Data, and Data Models Needed” for dynamic PDS (Mechanism #2), and “bulk” plugging (Mechanism #4). In addition a review of kinetic data and data models will be carried out.

The benefits of and potential new applications for the products of these efforts are listed in the final column of Table 4.1. In addition to the six listed, each plugging mechanism may result in unique pressure and flow “signatures.” If the appropriate models are available, these signatures can be interpreted to help identify the plugging mechanism or to play a role in the real-time control of the process.

Additional uses are as follows: understanding the plug formation mechanism will help in the formulation and evaluation of unplugging methods, process control design and operation, and process optimization.

TFA is conducting experimental studies at FIU to obtain data for simulated waste with a PSD representative of that of the Hanford wastes. In addition “numerical experiments” using a CFD code were conducted in 2000 and 2001 at MSU to compute critical velocities, allowing a comparison of these computed velocities with those predicted by Oroskar and Turian (1980). In addition, RPP-sponsored studies are ongoing at Hanford to evaluate the uncertainty in tank waste particle size data.

Work is ongoing to measure some of these data, either by characterization of actual wastes or by measurements of simulated tank waste. TFA work to measure particle density, PSD, particle shape, and viscosity is ongoing at AEA Technology plc, FIU, MSU, and ORNL.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This report identifies the fluid dynamics and chemical modeling capabilities needed to reduce the risk of pipeline plugging during tank waste transfers at Hanford, evaluates some of the modeling tools currently in use for waste transfer analysis relative to these needs, and recommends actions to address capability gaps.

Six distinct and credible waste pipeline plugging mechanisms have been identified. However, the tools currently being used by the site for design and waste transfer evaluations can directly address only one of these—development of a blockage due to solids settling from a slurry with a static PSD. The static PSD plugging mechanism is relevant for many sludge-water transfers, but models capable of assessing the other five plugging mechanisms are needed.

Current evaluations focus on (1) empirical critical velocity fluid mechanics correlations and (2) separate equilibrium chemistry calculations to estimate the initial waste compositions and solids volume fraction. Precipitation, gelation, other chemical reactions, particle agglomeration, particle breakup, and other dynamic processes occur in some waste transfers. Waste-surface interactions can also be important. In addition, waste chemistry and flow are coupled—chemistry affects the flow, and flow affects the chemistry. A model capable of describing these dynamic and coupled processes is essential for predicting four of the six plugging mechanisms.

Extension and validation of the current models used to evaluate waste transfers such as the empirical correlation of Oroskar and Turian and the ESP equilibrium chemistry code are necessary to improve the accuracy for slurry-water transfers and to provide the initial conditions for waste transfers. RPP and TFA are working to validate and improve these tools for analysis of the static PSD case.

Predictive tools developed for waste transfer analysis must ultimately be practical for implementation in the field. Application of a three-dimensional CFD model has been explored by TFA as an approach to model some dynamic effects, but it was concluded that following the CFD-based path should be deferred until it becomes easier to implement, faster computers become available to the design and analysis staff, and theoretical difficulties associated with bed mechanics are overcome. CFD will eventually play an increasing role in waste transport analysis, and it can now be productively applied to some specialized analyses.

Current waste transfer criteria were developed without considering all plugging mechanisms, chemical dynamics, or flow-chemistry coupling. Performing tests without the models needed to understand and apply the results will be insufficient to reduce the risk of pipeline plugging. The tank wastes are a complicated chemical system. The important complexities must be understood in order to identify the phenomena involved and to provide a description of these in practical and accurate tools.

Practical models with additional capabilities are needed to address all credible plugging mechanisms. In FY 2002, the TFA is funding a limited initiative at ORNL to address some of these needs. Predictive models that account for chemical-flow coupling and PSD dynamics along the flow route are being developed to provide the capabilities needed to evaluate waste transfers for most of the plugging mechanisms that are not presently being addressed. The resulting models will also be applicable to process control, real-time detection and prevention of plugging, diagnosis of plugging events, evaluation of unplugging methods, and process optimization.

Transport model development work in FY 2002 will focus on (1) support of salt solution transport projects and operations (e.g., the S-112 project and salt-well pumping) and (2) improvements to the
hindered settling correlation to account for settling of polydispersed solids and particle shape. In early FY 2002, a literature review of alternative potential models will be published. Model requirements and a model development plan will then be developed and reported in collaboration with Hanford operations and project users. To make the models useful as early as possible in the process, the capabilities of the models will be developed and introduced incrementally. One will be a laminar flow model with dynamic PSD (mechanism 2) to describe salt solution behavior in pipelines. This model will be applied to analysis of transfers from trickle-bed saltcake dissolution and salt-well pumping operations. A second model will be a turbulent flow model with dynamic PSD to describe sludge-slurry transfers and salt-solution transfers susceptible to bulk plugging. New kinetic data will be required for these models. The specific processes and components to be included will be selected based on an analysis of the models and the pipeline conditions to be addressed. A “bulk-thickening” model will be needed for very rapid transitions to metastable gel states. Surface interaction and metastable processes will be added to the model later (see mechanisms 3 and 4). In general, the simplest possible treatment of the velocity profile will be used. The ability to describe transient behavior will be included, at least to the extent of that changes in the PSD are described. When the dynamics are relatively slow, the problem can be analyzed by making quasi-steady-state assumptions.

RPP and TFA are developing some of the data and data models to support these evaluations and models. This work includes collecting data on precipitation and dissolution kinetics, slurry flow studies, salt-well pumping flow studies, measurements of agglomeration and breakup kinetics, viscosity data measurements, and improvements to viscosity and hindered settling models. However, more remains to be done to develop data and models, validate the models, and reduce the calculations to practical tools that can be applied in the field.

TFA is conducting waste flow tests in pipeline mockups at FIU and MSU to provide data related to slurry transport, salt-well pumping, and saltcake dissolution and transfer. These studies are essential for providing the data to validate predictive models and for gaining insight into the chemical behavior of waste in flow.

The development of simple decision criteria or a “stability map” to identify which waste chemistries and transfer conditions require detailed analysis might be useful as a rule of thumb. This map would be different from what is currently available in that it would include both fluid dynamics and chemical dynamics parameters. However, such a map should only be considered a guide. Actual transfers should be analyzed with the best tools available.

For those waste chemistries and transfer conditions for which detailed analysis is indicated, waste transfers should be evaluated using the appropriate predictive tools, results should be validated with tests using simulated and real wastes, and additional data and model development needs should be identified.

Collecting the right data is essential for application of the predictive models and for minimizing the cost of research, development and waste characterization. The models should be used to help specify what types of data are required. It is likely that additional kinetic data will be needed.

Predictive models should be applied to additional areas such as real-time process control and process optimization.
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APPENDIX A. THE GILLIES AND SHOOK CRITICAL VELOCITY CORRELATION

Liddell and Burnett (2000) concluded that the Gillies and Shook (1991) equation was a possible candidate for waste pipeline design. This correlation was developed for slurries with a broad particle-size distribution (PSD), including the small particles of the homogeneous carrier fluid. The Gillies and Shook equation is as follows:

\[
F_L = \frac{v_c}{\left[\frac{2gD(\rho_s - \rho_f)}{\rho_f}\right]^{1/2}} = \exp\left(0.165 - 0.073C_D - 12.5K_2\right),
\]

where

- \(F_L\) = Froude number for deposition of a stationary bed;
- \(v_c\) = mean critical flow velocity;
- \(g\) = gravitational acceleration;
- \(D\) = pipe diameter;
- \(\rho_s\) = density of the solids;
- \(\rho_f\) = density of the carrier fluid,
  \[\rho_s C_f + (1 - C_f)\rho_L\]
= \(1 - C_t + C_r\);
- \(C_f\) = solids volume fraction of \(-74\)-µm particles;
- \(C_r\) = solids volume fraction of \(+74\)-µm particles;
- \(C_t\) = solids volume fraction of total in situ solids,
  = \(C_f + C_r\);
- \(C_D\) = drag coefficient for particles settling in an equivalent fluid of density, \(\rho_f\), and viscosity, \(\mu_f\);
- \(K_2\) = \((K_1 - 0.14)^2\);
- \(K_1\) = \(\left(\frac{\mu_L}{\rho_L}\right)^{2/3}\)
  \[\frac{g^{1/3}d_{50}}{\mu_L}\]
- \(\mu_L\) = viscosity of the liquid;
- \(\rho_L\) = density of the liquid;
- \(d_{50}\) = mass median diameter of the coarse fraction (+74 µm) of particles.
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APPENDIX B. THE TURBULENT EDDY FRACTION AND HINDERED SETTLING VELOCITY EQUATIONS FOR THE OROSKAR AND TURIAN CRITICAL VELOCITY CORRELATION

The fraction of eddies with velocities exceeding the hindered settling velocity of the particles, $x$, derived by Oroskar and Turian (1980) is as follows:

$$x = \frac{2}{\sqrt{\pi}} \left[ \frac{2\gamma}{\pi} \exp \left( \frac{-4\gamma^2}{\pi} \right) + \frac{\sqrt{\pi}}{2} \left( 1 - \text{erf} \left( \frac{2\gamma}{\sqrt{\pi}} \right) \right) \right].$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.1)

In Eq. (B.1),

$$\gamma = \frac{v_i}{v_c},$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.2)

where

- $v_c$ = the critical velocity,
- $v_i$ = the hindered settling velocity,

$$= v_\infty (1 - c)^n.$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.3)

In Eq. (B.3),

- $c$ = the solids volume fraction,
- $n$ = an empirical constant,
  - = 4.65 as the particle Reynolds number approaches 0,
  - = 2.33 for particle Reynolds number $\geq 1000$,
- $v_\infty$ = the settling velocity of a spherical particle in a stagnant unbounded liquid.

See Julyk et al. (2000) for detailed example of the implementation for waste transfer system analysis.
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